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Abstract

In recent years, modelling tools have developed so rapidly that many large-scale industrial
problems comprising complex physical phenomena can be simulated quite rapidly. For the
glass industries in The Netherlands, TNO has built a simulating tool called the Glass Tank
Model (GTM) which is considered the most reliable simulating tool for glass furnaces. On
the other hand, like the other sophisticated modelling tools, GTM requires heavy computa
tional effort. In the GTM, the computational domain is discretised into enormous number
of grid cells (105 ) that together form the model. Models of this order are adequate for
simulation but certainly not for control system design.

In order to optimize the operation of glass furnaces and eventually to increase the product
quality, the REGLA project, (Control for glass melting furnaces) was set up. The main
objective of this project is to set up an integrated model based prediction control scheme
(MPC) for the glass melting furnaces. As previously pointed out, a reduced model which
consumes far less computational effort is essential to the control design. The reduced model
must be obtained from a general procedure which is repeatable for various cases and be
compatible with the controller. Since reducing a complex model in the GTM can be cum
bersome, it is considered a good approach to test potential reduction methods to some
representative test cases. In this graduation project, the application of the proper orthog
onal decomposition (POD) on a two dimensional heat conduction model is elaborated.

A detailed description of the model is given. It is derived and discretised similarly as
the GTM model. The POD method is discussed and a state space model is derived. Some
experiments were done and the results are discussed. The experiments include a test to see
in what way the quality of the basisvectors is depending on the input signals to the system,
an analysis on how the linear model can be expanded to a non-linear model. Furthermore
the model is substantially increased in size and the problems that arise with this are dis
cussed. Finally an LQR/LQG control design is presented with a feed forward in order to
optimally track a predefined trajectory. The experiments prove this method of reducing
models with large number of partial differential equations is quite promising. Some work
remains to be done in order to keep track of de quality of the model reduction when large
systems are reduced. This method of model reduction is, as it turns out, highly compatible
with future controller designs.

VIII



Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter a brief description is given on the main subject of my graduation project.
This project is conducted at the research chair Control Systems, of the section Measurement
and Control systems at the Electrical Engineering department.

1.1 The REGLA project

In recent years, modelling tools have developed so rapidly that many large-scale industrial
problems comprising complex physical phenomena can be simulated quite rapidly. For the
glass industries in The Netherlands, TNO has built a simulating tool called the Glass Tank
Model (GTM) which is considered the most reliable simulating tool for glass furnaces.

On the other hand, like the other sophisticated modelling tools, GTM requires heavy com
putational effort. In the GTM, the computational domain is discretised into enormous
number of grid cells (> 105). Models of this order are adequate for simulation but too large
for control system design.

In order to optimize the operation of glass furnaces and eventually to increase the product
quality, the REGLA project, (Control for glass melting furnaces) was set up. The main
objective of this project is to set up an integrated model based prediction control scheme
(MPC) for the glass melting furnaces. As previously pointed out, a reduced model which
consumes far less computational effort is essential to the control design. The reduced model
must be obtained from a general procedure which is repeatable for various cases and be com
patible with the controller. Since reducing a complex model like GTM can be cumbersome,
it is considered a good approach to test potential reduction methods to some representative
test cases. In this graduation project, application of the proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) on a two dimensional heat conduction model is elaborated. The model is derived
and discretised similarly as the GTM model. Furthermore an LQR/LQG controller is built
to investigate the quality of the reduced model as the basis of control design. From the
study, it is expected that application on simpler test cases may give an outlook about the
feasibility of the POD-method to reduce large scale problems and controller design.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Report outline

2

This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the model used
in this graduation project. Then in chapter 3 the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
method will be discussed. In chapter 4 application of POD on the 2D heat conduction
problem is elaborated. LQR/LQG control design and the simulation results are discussed
in chapter 5. In chapter 6 some conclusions and recommendations are made.



Chapter 2

Introduction to the CFD model

This chapter will give an introduction to the basis of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
which serves as the basic calculation scheme for the GTM. For more thorough discussions
about CFD please refer to [24, Versteeg]. At the end of this chapter the complete model
will be described and the full model simulations will be possible.

2.1 CFD basics

Before the model can be derived the governing equation, the equation which describes the
behavior that needs to be calculated, and the general notation scheme used in CFD have
to be clear. This will be handled in the coming two paragraphs.

2.1.1 governing fluid equations

All CFD calculations are based on the following conservation laws of physics applied
to the cells of a finite volume system:

• conservation of mass

0:: + div(pu) = 0

• conservation of momentum

O(pu). op.---at + dw(puu) = - ax + dw(p, grad u) + SMx

o(pv). op.------et + dw(pvu) = - oy + dw(p, grad v) + SMy

o(pw). op.-----r-it' + dw(pwu) = - oz + dw(p, grad w) + SMz

• conservation of internal energy

O~i) + div(piu) = -p div u + div(k grad T) + <I> + Si

3

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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Where

d . () oax oay oaz
zva =-+-+ox oy oz

and

oa oa oa
gmd(a) = - + - + ox oy oz

and

(
W

Uv )• u = velocity vector: u =

• u = velocity component in x direction

• p = material density

• a = dummy variable

4

(2.6)

(2.7)

The Finite Volume Method mentioned before is a variant on the well known Finite Element
method. In the model used in this graduation project, the following assumptions are made:

• only spatial dynamics in x and yare important

• there is no mass flow

• constant density

• constant heat capacity

These assumptions lead to:

o(pT)at = div( k grad T)

Rewriting eq.(2.8) using eq.(2.7) and eq.(2.6) gives:

(2.8)

(2.9)

This is the equation that describes the two dimensional heat conduction in the model used
in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: Fluid element used for the discretisation of the conservation laws.

2.1.2 CFD notations

5

The notation scheme used in CFD calculations is quite straightforward and will be briefly
discussed here. A CFD cell is depicted in fig(2.l). In the 3D case, the six faces are labelled
N, S, E, W, T, B for the north, south, east, west, top and bottom face respectively. The
center of the element is located at coordinate (x,y,z).

All fluid properties are functions of time and place so we will denote p(x, y, z, t), p(x, y, z, t),
T(x, y, z, t) and u(x, y, z, t) for the density, pressure, temperature and the velocity vector.
Velocity is written in a vector because we are dealing with the velocity in the x, y and z
direction. The notation for the y-derivative of the temperature will be %f. The element
under consideration is so small that the fluid properties at the faces can be expressed using
the first two terms of the Taylor expansion. Thus the temperature T at the E and W faces,
both at a distance of -!8x from the center, can be written as:

aTl
T---8xax 2

and
aTl

T+--8xax 2
(2.10)
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Since the model used in this thesis is two-dimensional, the grid will be like the star shape
from fig.(fig:ster).

.N

n

.'W w • p e • E

s

• 5

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the names of the faces and the cells.

The capital and small letters in this figure are used to indicate the values, temperature,
pressure etc. at the center cell itself (P), the neighboring cells N,E,S and W. The small
letters (n, s, e, w) refer to the northern, southern, eastern, western faces. Now that the
equation that will be used is known and the notation scheme that will be used is clear, the
model can be completed. This will be done in the coming paragraphs.

2.2 Completing the model

Before the calculations can be performed, two things have to be done first .

• Division of the spatial domain in question into finite control volumes. These discretised
volumes are called "cells" .

• Discretisation of the governing equations (the equations that describe the behavior
that needs to be calculated).

2.2.1 Grid generation

Like mentioned before, the first thing needed to be done is the division of the spatial domain
into final control volumes. The domain in this case is a rectangular plate with dimensions
a.4m * a.3m.

The solid line intersections indicate the centers of the cells whilst the dashed line inter
sections indicate the boundaries of the cells. In this case a uniform grid was chosen with
~x = ~y = a.1m and thus a grid with 12 grid cells is obtained. Usually, high resolution
simulations will require a much finer grid. It is possible to have a non-uniform grid arrange
ment where a part of the computational domain is divided into finer grid cells than other
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0,3m

North
Temperature: 100'C

OAm

line 3

9

8 : 124 I

----- -----+----- -----+----- -----, ,, ,, ,
I l

West
3 7! 11

----- -----+----- -----+----- -----
Heat flux : !, I

500 kW1m2 1---+-----:-1 -4----,-\-'--+---l\

---~ -----t--: ---Id--~-~ -----it I • :

ilX ', :

line 1

Figure 2.3: Small scale CFD model used throughout this thesis.
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parts. This is often the case when the computational domain is quite large and at some re
gions near the actuators for example where changes are quite rapid and thus needing a high
resolution. For areas where the dynamics are slow, coarse grids can already be adequate.

The model describes a plate of thickness 1cm. The thermal conductivity of the plate ma
terial is k = 1000 W/m/K. The west boundary receives a steady heat flux of 500 kW/m2 .

The east and south boundary are insulated and the north boundary is kept at constant
temperature of 100°C.

2.2.2 Discretisation

After the grid generation, the discretisation of the governing equation (or equations), in
this case eq.(2.9) needs to be treated. The first step in this discretisation process is the
integration of eq.(2.9) over the control volume (CY) and over some time interval 6.t which
gives:

t+~t t+~t t+~t

J Jpc~~dV dt = J J:x (k:) dV dt + J J:y (k ~~) dV dt
t cv t cv t cv

(2.11)

To be able to continue working with eq.(2.11), a discretised version of this equation is
needed. To get to this, first the steady state part of eq. (2.11) is taken and the time
dependency will be added in a later stage. The left part of eq.(2.11) will be zero in this
case since there are no changes in temperature. This results in:

(2.12)

(2.13)

Integration of eq.(2.12) gives:

( kA
OT

) _(kAOT) +(kA
OT

) _(kA
OT

) =0
ox e ox w oy n oy s

where A denotes the area of the side of the plate, either 6.xd or 6.yd with d = 1cm (thickness
of the plate) which are equal in this case since a uniform grid is used. The different notations
(capital and small letters) can be found in paragraph 2.1.2. As the temperatures at the
centers of the surrounding cells are assumed to be known, the temperatures at the faces
can be calculated using eq.(2.10)

(2.14)

With Tp is referred to the temperature in the center cell as can be seen in fig.(2.2). Equation
(2.14) is now the discretised version of 2.11. When this is done for example for node P in
fig. (2.2) we get:
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If a uniform grid is used and this is the case in this thesis then 8x = 8y holds and we can
just write 8 for all and get:

(
kA) kA kA kA kA

Tp 4T = TTE+ TTw + TTN + TTs

apTp = aeTE + awTw + anTN + asTs

ap = as + aw + an + a e

(2.15)

(2.16)

Equations (2.15) and (2.15) are only valid for cells not facing a boundary. The boundary
conditions are incorporated by setting the relevant coefficient to zero and by the inclusion
of source terms in Su and Sp. So for boundary cells we get:

apTp = asTE + awTw + anTN + aeTs + Su

a p = as + aw + an + a e - Sp

(2.17)

(2.18)

In fig.(2.3) all cells except cells 6 and 7 are boundary cells. For the other cells the Sp and Su
terms are described as follows:

north boundary Cells 4, 8 and 12 are on the north boundary. There are no cells above
these ones so an = O. There is a constant temperature of 100 C at the north boundary
which is contributing to the source terms for those cells with an amount of:~An*TN.

The Sp = - ~ An for these cells.

east boundary Cells 9, 10, 11 and 12 are on the east boundary. There are no source terms
and cells on the east so a e = 0 and the contribution to the source by this boundary:
Su = O.

south boundary Cells 1, 5 and 9 are also insulated at the south boundary, so again as = 0
and the contribution to the source: Su = 0 for those cells by the south boundary.

west boundary Cells 1, 2, 3 and 4 are on the west boundary which has a constant flux.
This flux is included in an addition to Su = qw.Aw. and the coefficients aw = O.
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The resulting equations can be written in matrix notation:

10

(

ApI

-Aw

Or in compact notation:

-Aw HI) lIJ (2.19)

(2.20)

Note that there is a couple of these equations for every cell in the grid so Ar E JRNxN and
T and S both E JRNxI where N represents the size of the grid.

At this moment there is no time dependency in any of the equations noted above so that has
to be built in. For this we will use the implicit discretisation scheme [24, Versteeg] which
is unconditionally stable and does not put any constraints on the time step size. There
are other discretisation schemes like the explicit discretisation scheme and combinations of
these two, but they all deal with the constraints mentioned before. Applying this scheme
to equations (2.17) and (2.18) yield:

apTp = a;To + awTw + aeTe + anTn + asTs + Su

ap = a; + aw + ae + an + as - Sp

where

(2.21 )

(2.22)

(2.23)

With TO is referred to the T of the previous time step. The a~ is in fact a constant for every
time step. Like eq.(2.20), (2.22) and (2.22) can be written in compact notation as follows:

(Ar + A~)T = a;To + S

AT = aOTo + Sp

(2.24)

(2.25 )

In eq. (2.25) the term A~ refers to a diagonal vector with the constant a~ E JRNxN from eq.
(2.23) at the diagonal. The CFD models for the 2D heat conduction problem are:

AT(k + 1) = AOT(k) + S (2.26)
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Rewriting eq.(2.26) in an explicit form gives:

T(k + 1) = A-l(a~T(k) + S(k))

T(k + 1) = A-la~T(k) + A-1S(k)

y(k) = CT(k)

2.3 Full model simulation

11

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

Using eq.(2.28) it is possible to do a simulation of the full model. In this case the matrices
A, a~ need to be made with all coefficients from the discretisation which indicate in what
way a cell p is influenced by its neighboring cells and the S vector in which the source
terms are added. Some initial temperature distribution needs to be assumed and the vector
TO can be formed. Now the simulation can be started. Using an initial temperature of a
degrees the, in this case, 12 temperature changes over time will look like this:

Full order model simulation

250

200

50 100 1SO 200 250 300 350 400 450
limeSlep k

Figure 2.4: Simulation results on the full order model. An intuitive plot to see the 12
temperatures of the model changing over time.

The resulting behavior over time of course is highly dependent on the material which is
simulated and the way the actuators (sources) are activated.

Figure 2.5 shows the steady state temperature calculated with a very coarse grid (low
resolution) and very fine grid (high resolution). The influence of the cell size may be clear.
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steady stale temperature distribution steady state temperature distribution

260

240

220

20J

100

160

140

120

Figure 2.5: Simulation results on the full order model, using a very coarse grid with 12
cells (left) and a very fine grid using 1452 grid cells (right).



Chapter 3

The proper orthogonal
decomposition

The approximation of a PDE solution is originated from the idea that the dynamics of a
system can be described as linear combinations of their basic modes. This has been applied
for instance in the well known Fourier and Taylor series. A lot of research has been done
regarding the the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), [2], [6], [21] and [22]. POD
applied specially to the Navier Stokes Equations (NSE) or fluid flows can be found in [1],
[4], [5], [9], [10], [12], [13] and [16]. POD has also been implemented with (optimal) control
[3], [15], [17], [20] and [23].

In the POD method, the solution T(x, t) of a PDE is approximated by a truncated se
ries of expansion given by:

N

T(x,t) = Lai(t)4'i(X)
i=l

(3.1)

In the following paragraphs the T(x, y, z, t) will just be noted as T(x, t). This method
reconstructs the solution of a PDE by a combination of time dependent coefficients ai(t)
and the space dependent basis vectors 4'i(X). The basis vectors act as modes in the dynamic
description of the whole space and are extracted from the empirical data collected from
the numerical simulations of the PDE's. The general idea is that for a given furnace the
basisvectors ¢J will be calculated only one time using the data from a simulation or a set
of measurements. The basisvectors now form a description of the spatial dynamics of the
plant (furnace). Now for any given input to the furnace the behavior of the furnace over
time is calculated using the basisvectors. The basisvectors are now dynamically scaled by
the coefficients ai(t). The coefficients are time dependent because the input is usually time
varying. The coefficients are thus calculated online, during the simulation of the model.

13
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3.1 Obtaining the basisvectors

14

The basisvectors can be calculated in 2 ways. The first is the direct method and the second
is the snapshot method. Both methods will have the same result:

(3.2)

where 'Pi is a column vector containing the basis vector. The two methods will be described
in the following 2 paragraphs.

3.1.1 Direct method

Let the snapshot matrix T noted in eq.(3.3) consist of the simulation results. N refers to
the number of grid cells and M to the number of time steps.

T1,M-l

TN,M-I

T E IRNxM (3.3)

If for example the simulation is done to get a picture of the temperature distribution, row i
gives the temperature change in grid cell i during the subsequent time steps. Column i gives
the temperature distribution of the whole grid at time step i. Typically the dimensions of
the grid used in CFD-calculations are very huge, for example 106 or 109 grid cells are not
exceptional. The number of time steps however is usually limited to the period where the
system in question shows transient behavior. In the steady state, the simulation can be
stopped because no new information about the dynamics can be obtained.

The basic modes of T can be calculated using the direct method by a standard eigen
value/eigenvector decomposition. The eigenvectors are the basic modes. The eigenvalue or
eigenvector problem is defined as:

Cv = AV

In this method the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C are calculated.

(3.4)

(3.5)

This is where the main difference between the direct-and the snapshot method becomes
obvious. Note that N in C E IRNxN represents the size of the grid. It is clear that the
calculation of the eigenvalues of a vector with these dimensions is quite a problem itself
(numerical problems) specially when systems are used with the previously given dimensions.
When systems are used where M (the no. of time steps) is bigger then N this method can
be used, but in general the following, snapshot method is used.
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3.1.2 Snapshot method
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The size of the grid N is, like mentioned before, usually very large compared with the
number of time steps M. For this reason solving the eigenvalue problem for TTT is more
feasible for N « then solving the same problem for TTT.

The eigenvalue problem, used in the direct method, for TTT is rewritten again with Us
as the orthogonal matrix with the eigenvector or basis vector 'P in the columns.

(3.6)

The eigenvalue problem for UTU, used in the snapshot method will be:

(3.7)

Now, using eq. (3.7), we will try to calculate the Us from eq. (3.6). This can be done quite
easy using the theory from the well known singular value decomposition (SVD). The SVD
can be written as:

(3.8)

where

Us = ['PI, , 'PNl

E = diag[O"I, , O"N]

VS = [VI, .. ' ,Vm ]

(3.9)

The important thing to see now is that the Us and Vs of eq. (3.8) are the same as the Us
and Vs from eq. (3.7) and eq. (3.6). Now from only applying eq. (3.7) and keeping eq.
(3.8) in mind it is easy to calculate the Us.

T = UsEV}

T = L 'PiCTiVT

TVi = 'PiCTi
1

'Pi = -TVi
O"i

(3.10)

The O"i and the Vi from eq. (3.10) are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem noted in
eq. (3.7), O"i is simply the~ obtained from eq. (3.7). One could argue that the calculation
of 0" will go wrong when working with a..\ < 0 but since TTT and TTT will always produce
a symmetric matrix with non-zero eigenvalues there will be no problems there.
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3.2 Obtaining the Time dependent coefficients

3.2.1 Optimum value
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The following text is working towards the final equation which is used in the online calcula
tions to calculate the time dependent coefficients. The end result will be only one equation
which gives an expression for ai(t). The original PDE has the following structure with D(u)
as the functions other then %Ii.

aT = D(T)at (3.11)

If the T in eq. (3.11) is replaced by the approximate solution T the following equation is
obtained:

aT ~at - D(T) = e(x, t) (3.12)

Since T is constructed from a set of orthogonal basis vectors 'Pi, the error should be mini

mized such that ~r -D(T) is minimized. That means, T maintains its original structure

with minimum error. Geometrically, the projection of %It - D(T) should be orthogonal to
all basis vectors 'Pi as the orthogonal distance is the minimal distance from one vector to

the other. This is equivalent by saying the inner product between %It = D(T) and every
basis vector should be zero.

aT ~
< e(x, t), 'Pi >=< at - D(T), 'Pi > = 0 i = LN. (3.13)

Because the ~r is approximated with the finite sum from 3.1 we can replace that term with
that equation.

d

< L ai(t)'Pi(X) - D(T), 'Pi >
i=l

o i = LN. (3.14)

This last eq. combined with the standard rules of inner product calculations and the fact
that

(3.15)

gives us:

(3.16)
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with initial condition

o'i(O) =< D(O), 'Pi >

3.2.2 Obtaining an explicit expression
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(3.17)

In the following paragraphs the T(k) is the vector containing the full temperature field of
in this case the 2 dimensional system. The representation of the vector will be explained
first, then an explicit expression for a(k + 1) will be derived.

The model is divided into small cells. The cells have dimensions ~x1 and ~x2. Every

temperature at every cell in grid can be described as T(y~x,k~t) where ~x = ( ~~~ )

and y E [1, N 1] x [1, N2], y = (~~) which will be noted in short as T(x, k) with

(
Yl~x1 )x = Y2~x2 . Now,T(k) represents the vector T(k) = col(T(y, k)ly E [1, N 1] x [1, N 2]).

Now an explicit way to calculate the equation (3.16) has to be found which can be used in
the online calculations. In order to do this, we take eq. (2.24) and split the first term we
get

ArT(k + 1) + A~T(k + 1) = a~T(k) + S

The T and the To in this eq. can be replaced by the following POD decomposition:

N

T(k + 1) = L ai(k + l)'Pi(x)
i=l

N

T(k) = L ai(k)'Pi(X)
i=l

Now substituting eq. (3.19) and (3.20) into eq. ( 3.16) we get:

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

N N N

< 'Pi, Ar L ai(k+1)'Pi(x) > + < 'Pi, a~ L ai(k+1)'Pi(x) >=< 'Pi, a~ L ai(k)'Pi(X) > + < 'Pi, S >
i=l i=l i=l

(3.21 )

Again applying the inner product rules this can be reduced to:

N

< 'Pi,Ar Lai(k + l)'Pi(x) > +a~ai(k + 1) = a~ai(k)+ < 'Pi,S>
i=l

(3.22)
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Aoa(k + 1) + cpTArcpa(k + 1) = Aoa(k) + cpTS

Aoa(k + 1) + Coa(k + 1) = Aoa(k) + cpTS

a(k + 1)(Ao + CO) = Aoa(k) + cpTS

a(k + 1) = (Ao + Co)-I(Aoa(k) + cpTS)

3.3 Degree of reduction

The solution of the PDE is approximated by

N

T(x, t) = L ai(t)cpi(X)
i=1
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(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

which is in fact eq.(3.1) given earlier. No matter what method is used (direct or snapshot)
the complete set of basis vectors will be also of size N. There is still no reduction in the
calculations now. The reduction is done in the following two steps.

Let L be the rank of the C matrix. This is the number of independent basisvectors. Since
the number L will usually be much less than the N, the T can be approximated by T with
a smaller set of basis vectors <I>L = {CPl' CP2, CP3, ... , cpd with <I>L s;:; <I> in the following way:

L

T(x, t) :::; T(x, t) = L ai(t)cpi(X)
i=1

This is the first reduction step. The second reduction step can be made by taking a loser
look at the eigenvalues. The eigenvalues or singular values will have the familiar SVD
ordening in such a way that: (11 ~ (12 ~ (13 ... ~ (1L. SO if now only the largest eigenvalues
are taken, the resolution of the solution will not be much worse then when all the eigenvalues
are taken into account. So out of the L eigenvalues that can be chosen only a number of
L' with L' ~ L eigenvalues will be used. The quality of this second reduction step can be
calculated with the following eq.:

(3.26)
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3.4 Obtaining the reduced state space model

In order to obtain a standard time discrete state space model

{
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)
y = Cx(k + 1) + Du(k)

19

(3.27)

on which an LQR or LQG controller can be based the following derivation can be made,
starting with eq.(2.25) from chapter 2:

AT = AOTo+ Su

This equation noted with the discrete time step index k gives:

AT(k + 1) = AOT(k) + Su(k) (3.28)

The vector Su(k) in this case contains the coefficients of the boundary multiplied with the
source values for the whole boundary. Later we want to apply sources to a few, but not
all cells. To make the state space model compatible with a vector of sources u(k) the this
vector is split up:

Su(k) = Sue(k)u(k) (3.29)

The Sue(k) E jRNxm will denote a matrix which identifies which cell is influenced by what
source from u(k) and in what way. Note that if a linear model is considered the term Sue(k)
will be simply reduced to SUe because the Temperature dependency is gone in this case.
If eq.(3.29) is substituted in eq.(3.28) the following equation is obtained:

AT(k + 1) = AOT(k) + Sue(k)u(k) (3.30)

If the output of the system y(k) is seen as a measurement of the actual temperatures in the
grid and C is the vector identifying the measured cells, y(k) will then be:

y(k) = CT(k)

Together, eq.(3.30) and eq.(3.31) form the standard time discrete state space model:

{
AT(k + 1) = AOT(k) + Sue(k)u(k)

y(k) = CT(k)

(3.31)

(3.32)
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If the temperature is expanded into the POD way as follows:
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T(k) = cpa(k) cp = {CPI, CP2,· .. , CPL'} (3.33)

and this equation is substituted in eq. (3.30) a new equation is obtained which can also be
further simplified:

Acpa(k + 1) = AOcpa(k) + Suc(k)u(k)

cpTAcpa(k + 1) = cpTAOcpa(k) + cpTSuc(k)u(k)

A<pa(k + 1) = A~a(k) + Su~(k)u(k)

a(k + 1) = A;lA~a(k) + A;ISu~(k)u(k)

y(k + 1) = Ccpa(k)

a(k + 1) = Aa(k) + 13u(k)

y(k + 1) = Ca(k)

(3.34)

(3.35)

where A E lR.nxI , 13 E lR.nxm , C E lR.pxn and the n is equal to the L' from paragraph 3.3.

and

y(k + 1) = COl{YI' Y2, ... ,yp}

(3.36)

(3.37)



Chapter 4

Application of POD

This chapter will discuss the application of POD to the 2D heat conduction model. The
following experiments were done:

first test on a small scale model: This test to get more insight on the POD method.

base vector dependency on the input signals : In this experiment the amplitudes of
the input signals are varied to see the influence on the basisvectors.

non linearity : The model in investigation is extended to a non linear model, by including
the temperature dependency of the conductivity constant.

increasing model size : In this experiment, the number of cells is increased drastically.
The way both the full model and the reduced model are calculated, are adjusted in
this experiment.

base vector dependency on the shape of the input signals : This experiment was
done in order to investigate if the quality of the basisvectors is influenced by the
shape of the input signals.

4.1 The first test

The first experiment, which is intended to gain more insight on the POD method, is based
on the small scale model of the 2D heat conduction problem. The schematic grid arrange
ment is depicted in fig.(2.3).

First the full model

{
T(k + 1) = A-la~T(k) + A-1S(k)

y(k) = CT(k)
(4.1)

will be used to generate the data. For this, eq. (2.28) will be used. The subsequent
temperatures will again look like fig.(2.4). In the reduced model, the temperature field is

21
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going to be approximated by the finite expansion

N

T(x, t) = L ai(t)cpi(X)
i=l

22

(4.2)

with cpi representing the basisvectors obtained from the singular value decomposition of the
matrix T. The simulation results are collected in the snapshot matrix T of eq. (3.3). As
the computational domain is divided into 12 grid cells and the simulation is run for 400
time steps, the T E jR12x400. The direct method from paragraph 3.1.1 will be used because
N<M.

The first thing, needed to be done now, is the calculation of the eigenvectors of C =
TTT C E jR12x12. The complete set of eigenvalues Ai, belonging to the complete set of
basisvectors cpi (x are plotted displayed in fig. (4.1). Table (4.1) lists the numerical values.

basis r value
vector nr (*1.0e + 008) efficiency

01 1.4126 0.9925
02 0.0056 1.0000
03 0.0000 1.0000
04 0.0000 1.0000
05 0.0000 1.0000
06 0.0000 1.0000
07 0.0000 1.0000
08 0.0000 1.0000
09 0.0000 1.0000
10 0.0000 1.0000
11 0.0000 1.0000
12 0.0000 1.0000

X 10'

1':~
:

• •

I
2 4 6 8 10 12

Eigenvalue nr.

Table 4.1: Table of the eigenvalues for this example Figure 4.1: Graphical display of the eigenval-
with the efficiency calculated with eq. (3.26). ues.

The basisvectors are now calculated for a number of snapshots [1· .. 10,40,70,100,130,160,190,200]
just to see what effect this has on the shape of the most important basis vector. As from
fig.(4.2) can be clearly seen is that the basisvectors capture the most dominant average
spatial behavior in the system.

Now using the 400 snapshots the full set of basisvectors 1> = coli cpi(X)} i:!l are calculated.
The reduced set of basisvectors 1>/ can be created from 1> by taking r vectors corresponding
to the r largest singular values. Now a number r ::; L is chosen with which the reduced
model will be calculated. This is done twice, once using r=l once using r=3. The reduction
in these cases are in the sense of solving N=12 variables to solving r time coefficients. The
temperature field of the reduced model is obtained by applying eq.(4.2). The results of
these simulations are depicted in fig.(4.3) in which for every of the 12 cells in the grid the
temperature change over time is displayed.

Of course, solving the reduced model using 3 basisvectors is far more accurate than solving
the same reduced model using 1 basis vector as can be seen very clearly in de figure, but
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Figure 4.2: The most important basis vector changing over time, clearly displaying the
averaging behavior of the basisvectors. The basis vectors are calculated using a different
number of snapshots.
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full model
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Q)

:;
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E
.'!!
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timestep k
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reduced model using 1 basis vector

_200
~
~ 150
OJ
iii
~ 100

~ 50

O'----~--~--~--

100 200 300 400
timestep k

reduced model using 3 basis vectors

reduced model error using 1 basis vector

100 200 300 400
timestep k

reduced model eror using 3 basis vectors

100 200 300
timestep k

400

~ 0.5

100 200 300
timestep k

400

Figure 4.3: Simulation of the reduced model using 1 basis vector at first. The second time,
the reduced model is calculated now using 3 basisvectors. Also the error, the difference
between the full and reduced order model, is displayed.

can also be concluded from fig.(4.1) and table (4.1) which uses eq.(3.26). In order to get
an impression of the reduction possibilities here, table (4.2) is included here. The size of
the grid is increased in 4 steps, and the reduced model is calculated using an increasing
number of basisvectors. The number of basisvectors are chosen such that the error over all
time steps is less then 0.5 deg.
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Number of rows 4 8 16 32 44
Number of columns 3 6 12 24 33
Number of cells 12 48 192 768 1452
Rank of C = T.TT 8 9 10 10 10
Number of basis vectors taken 4 4 5 6 6
Full model time (s) 2.1 1.7 2.9 19.4 62.2
Reduced model time (s) 0.8 0.7 1.4 3.9 7.2
Time gain (%) 64.2 58.5 51.2 81.5 88.5

25

Table 4.2: Statistics on the full - and reduced model calculation time and the number of
basisvectors used in these simulations.
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4.2 Base vector dependency
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In this paragraph, the dependency of the basis vectors on the excitation signals is in
vestigated. The POD procedure starts with a snapshot matrix T which stores the sim
ulation data. These simulation results were obtained by applying some input signals
U = {Ul' U2, ... ,un} to the system. Then the basisvectors 'Pi are calculated as the eigen
vectors of TTT and together with the time coefficients ai(k) they will form the reduced
expansion of T(x., k).

The idea is, by choosing a "suitable" set of specific input signals U = {Ul,U2, ... ,un}
during the simulation, the basisvectors 'Pi will capture the dynamics of the process such
that even under subjection to other excitation signals, they will still be able to approximate
the different dynamics adequately. Adequate in this case means that the deviation of the
reduced model from the full model still lies within the required specification.

In order to test the dependency on the excitation signals, the original model as depicted in
fig.2.3 is adjusted. The left side with a constant heat flux along the height has been replaced
by four heat sources through which different heat fluxes can be applied. The temperature
at the top is kept constant as before. So in this case we have U = {Ul, U2,· .. ,U5}.

First a formal description of the problem is given and after that some simulation results
will be presented.

4.2.1 Problem description

First an experiment will be done, collecting the snapshot matrix T1 from the full model
simulation on input U1, using eq.(2.28). Now the basisvectors 'Pi,l(X) are calculated. These
basisvectors are used in the experiments which will follow.

Now a new experiment can be done with a new input set U2 and again the temperature
field T2(X, k) can be calculated. To approximate the temperature field T~(x, t) generated
under the subjection of U2, the basis vectors 'Pi,l(X) from the first experiment are going to
be used.

N

T2(x, k) = L ai,2(k)'Pi,1 (x)
i=l

(4.3)

Note that in eq.(4.3) the basisvectors from experiment 1 are used to calculate the reduced
model. So the error e(k) can be formulated as:

e(x, k) = T2(X, k) - T2(x, k) (4.4)

Now, by comparing the error e(k), some conclusions can be made to determine what kind
of input should be used in order to get the most robust basisvectors. Do we really need
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an input where there are many different frequencies when speaking in signal decomposition
terms or doesn't that matter. In the following paragraph the simulation and the results
using different inputs to the system of fig.( 4.4) will be presented.

4.2.2 Basic tests

As mentioned before, a new model has been created with the 4 heat sources on the left and
the top source.

us
~

U1-+ 36

U2-+ 21

U3-+ 18

~
U4-+

,

Figure 4.4: New test grid, with 4 equally spaced sources and the top source.

The flux on the left and the constant temperature at the top are kept on the same values
as before pre scaled with one of the four function from fig.(4.5). The heat sources can thus
be excited as sinusoidal, step, ramp and exponential signals.

To get a clear view on how the quality of the basis vectors is influenced by the chosen input
the following simulations have been done:

h h h 14 Is
step expo ramp sin. all

h X step step step step

h expo X expo expo expo

h ramp ramp X ramp ramp
14 sin. sin. sin. X sin.

Is all all all all X

Table 4.3: Table indicating which 20 reduced model simulations were done in order to see
the dependencies of the input signals on the quality of the basisvectors.

First the 5 full models on the first row were calculated. So 5 simulations, with 5 different
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Figure 4.5: Normalized test function to be used as input scalar for the 5 sources.
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inputs:h, h, 13 , 14, Is· Now for example for the second column, the reduced model is cal
culated, using the basisvectors from obtained from the full model simulation with input 12

when applying the II, h, 14 , Is as input. This is done for all columns, thus obtaining 20
simulation results. The meaning of 'all' inputs is that the 4 sources on the left are excitated
with different inputs.

From the simulation results shown in fig.(4.6) can be concluded that various excitation
signals don't bring significant impacts on the quality of the reduced model. The observed
maximum deviation accounts to about 0.4 C on average in the grid. On the other hand,
when the basis vectors are generated by the input set that comprises all signals, the reduced
model performs considerable better. Thus in order to be able to create a reduced order
model, all possible situations must be taken into account.
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Figure 4.6: Error of the reduced model sim'ulation with the various input signals calculated
with 5 different sets of basis vectors.
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4.3 Including non-linearities
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The models which were simulated before did not have any non-linearities implemented,
while the real life situations really deal with this problem. The thermal conductivity k

which was used in the previous simulations was a constant. This thermal conductivity is in
fact a function of the temperature.

The problem is now to find out how sever the nonlinearity for the system in investigation
is. A new simulation will be conducted with the function k(T) implemented in the model
then a new method of solving the unknown temperature vector.

4.3.1 Non linearity

Like mentioned above the factor k is a function of the temperature. The thermal conductiv
ity consists of two parts, the radiative and the conductive part. To give insight on how this
function evolves with the temperature fig.(4.7) is included here. The governing equation is
the following:

-B
kcond(T) = Ae. exp R.T

16 n 2aT3 -B
ktot(T) = --- + Ae. exp R T

3 0: .

Where:

• a Boltzman constant (5.6710- 8 [Wjm2K4])

• n n = refractive index (1.48 for soda lime glass)

• 0: avarge normal absorbtion coefficient (33.4 f1oatglass, 336.5 container glass)

• Ae = 1.05887, B = -80, R = 8.12

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Since this model was based on an expanded version of an example in [24, Versteeg] the
constant k, still belongs to the material of the plate. The nonlinearity has been changed in
order to have its value around k = 1000. The adapted function is displayed in fig.(4.8).
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Figure 4.7: Original nonlinearity for
the thermal conductivity in glass.
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Figure 4.8: Adapted non linearity for this model.

The full and reduced order models were calculated for the linear and for the nonlinear case.
The results are given in fig.(4.9).

300 250
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- full model lin
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limeslep k

Figure 4.9: Comparison of the linear and nonlinear full and reduced order models.

In order to see the difference between the linear model (left), calculated with a constant
k = lOOO[w/m/K], and the nonlinear model, calculated with the temperature dependent k
from fig.(4.8) both the linear and the nonlinear models are depicted in fig.(4.9).

The equation for the full model was:

The equation here indicates that the A matrix is a function of time as k is a function of T.
The general way to solve this kind of models is to iterate the model for the given time step
k until, in this case, the temperature is converged. For the models are, in this case, ~ 4
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iterations needed to get to a converged solution for a given time step.

32

The difference between the full and reduced nonlinear model seems to be greater than
the difference between the full and reduced linear model. This is a result from the way the
non linear models are calculated. In this experiment the convergence criteria was based on
the temperature field in the full non linear model case and based on the time coefficients in
case of the reduced non linear model. In the experiment the basis vectors from the nonlinear
model were used. Trying to describe a nonlinear model with the basis vectors obtained the
linear model will have the following results, depicted in fig.(4.10)
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Figure 4.10: A non linear model obtained using the basisveciors from the linear model.

This is what should be expected since the basisvectors from the linear model and the nonlin
ear model house different dynamics. Trying to describe the linear model with basisvectors
from a nonlinear model and vice versa will not work accurately.
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Some practical problems arise when it is needed to do calculations with models with a large
number of cells.

{
T(k + 1) = A-Ia~T(k) + A-IS(k)

y(k) = CT(k)
(4.8)

To give an idea about the sizes of some of the matrices used in the simulation the following
table is included:

ysize xsize number of time steps total number of cells A [bytes] data [bytes]
4 3 500 12 1,1 kb 48 kb

40 30 500 1200 11,2 Mb 4.8 Mb
400 300 500 12.104 115,2 Gb 480 Mb

Table 4.4: Sizes of the different data matrices given the size of the grid.

As can be seen from table (4.4) all the matrices and data used in a system wi th only 12 cells
are quite manageable. When the dimension of the grid is increased to for example 400 *300
cells we really do get problems in handling and calculating with these enormous amounts
of data. The probable solutions to these practical and mathematical problems are given in
the following paragraph.

4.4.1 Full model calculations

Let's step back to the equation with which the full model is calculated. By implicit dis
cretisation the CFD model gets the following structure:

In this equation the matrix A E ]RNxN holds, like mentioned before, the coefficients of the
N equations with the N unknowns coming from the discretised PDE's noted in eq.(2.22).
To calculate the vector T for every time step k this matrix A has to be inverted. Although
this has to be done only one time, this is still the source of the problem. When taken a
closer look at the matrix A it can be seen that this matrix is sparse. In a two-dimensional
system there are only 5 diagonals and thus the A matrix will look like:

o
o

A=

o
o

(4.9)
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Calculating this A-I is a time consuming procedure which will also suffer from numerical
problems because due to the high dimension. The second problem with this A matrix are
the dimensions of the matrix when calculating with environments like Matlab where 8 bytes
are reserved for every number stored.

The solution is to calculate the temperature field in another way. The previously covered
method is solves the temperature field direct, by inversion of A. There are also methods to
solve the A-I in an iterative way. This method is called the TDMA routine which stands
for the Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm. In this 2 dimensional case, the coefficients ap , aw, ae
and an from

(4.10)

are located on the diagonals. The TDMA routine, which is covered in [24, Versteeg] and in
appendix (A), starts out by rearranging eq.(4.1O) in order to get it in this form:

(4.11)

Now everything on the righthand side is treated as a source term. The three terms on the
left hand side, if numbered correctly, form the three main diagonals of eq.(4.9). Now the 2
dimensional field is solved line by line (lD lines). A schematical view is given in fig.(4.11).

dirHlion

0' ........p

N

W p E

S

/
lin, being solv.d

Figure 4.11: The most important basis vector changing over time.

The first line is calculated, line 1 from fig.(2.3). Because, like mentioned before, in the
source terms the influence from the east and west are incorporated by awTw and aeTe. At
this stage the temperature Te is unknown and Tw is zero since this line coincides with a
boundary The initial guess for Te will be the starting temperature, usually 0, for time step
k = O. For k =I- 0 the initial guess will be the solution from the previous time step. Line 1
is solved and the process continues to line 2. Now an initial guess for line 1 is known. The
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same rules apply for the initial guess of line 3 as just for line 2. Then line 3 is solved, the
west temperature is known from the previous calculation and the east influence is guessed.
This process is repeated until a steady solution is found for the temperature field at time
step k. Some convergence criteria must be applied to see if the solution has converged yet
or if other iterations are needed. Using this method, the problem of handling the huge A
can be tackled. The programming of the calculations can become very easy if the matrices
containing all the coefficients are taken the same dimensions as the grid thats calculated.

for i

end

1 : Tsim
for i = 1 : N_iterations or convergence

solve 1st line
solve 2nd line

solve nth line
end

If the real dimensions of a glass melting furnace are taken, app. 2,5 * 4 * 6m, [w, h, l], to
gether with a grid of 5cm, the small 2D cross-sections would contain 50*60=3000 cells. The
A matrix would already occupy 72Mb. If the complete furnace containing 360k cells in this
example, the A matrix would contain (360k)2 entries. Instead of this 8 matrices are created,
one for each coefficient, with N entries. For this example the coefficient matrix would be
3.2Mb which is quite acceptable.

This system can be easily expanded into a nonlinear system. In the direct method of
solving the A-I, the calculation is iterated to obtain a converged solution for the tempera
ture field. Now using TDMA the calculation of the inverse, is just replaced with an iterative
way. So to obtain a temperature field the grid is iterated to obtain a converged solution
for T at that time step, then this itself is iterated to get the solution for the nonlinear
field. The only thing that needs to be done is to update all coefficient matrices once a
steady nonlinear solution for T is solved as the coefficients contained factors which were
temperature dependent.

4.4.2 Size of the data matrix

From the size of the matrix in table 4.4 can be concluded that calculations with this matrix
are not very practical probably impossible. This dimensions of this matrix are: N x M
where M is the number of grid cells and N is the number of time steps. In the 400 * 300
case every time step adds another 960kbyte to the T. What options are there to decrease
the size of his matrix? There are a few possibilities to do this. One is to increase the 6(t)
in 2.23. With a few examples in [24, Versteeg] is shown that this will result in inaccurate
simulations and in case the explicit scheme of time dependency is used it can even lead
to instability of the algorithm. Another option is to check if it is possible to skip some of
the snapshots. To see if this has any effect on the quality of the basisvectors the following
experiment has been done.
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Again the grid from fig. (2.3) is used, and the simulation results are stored in the snapshot
matrix T. From this matrix 4 new matrices were created, one with skipping every other
time step, one with skipping two, three and four time steps. Using those new data matrices
the basis vectors and the corresponding reduced order models were created. Now the quality
of the simulation can be calculated and the error can be plotted. This is done in fig.(4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Indication in what way the error of the reduced model is increased when a
decreasing number of snapshots is taken to calculate the basisvectors.

From this plot can be concluded that omitting some snapshots from the snapshot matrix
T does not influence the quality of the simulation very much. So the size of the snapshot
matrix can be reduced by 80, 60, 40 or even 20 percent without loosing a lot of information.
This will be very convenient when the dimensions of the grid are further increased.

4.4.3 Reduced model calculations

Now large full models can be efficiently calculated using TDMA but there are still some
problems with calculating the reduced model when large dimensions are used. On the page
where eq.(3.34) is derived can be seen that the Acontains the basisvectors and the complete
matrix A in the following way: A= (cpT Acp)-l AO. The calculation of cpT Acp is numerically
expensive for N » as A E IR NxN . The solution to this problem in calculating the reduced
model is something called the missing point estimation (MPE) which is covered in [26,
Kirby] and appendix (C).

The MPE technique states that if x E IRN possesses a reduced expansion in terms of the
POD basis as:

D

x:::::: x:::::: XD = L anCPn
n=l

(4.12)

Then there are only D points of information required to reproduce the original vector.
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Suppose there are a substantial number of elements are missing from x. Now we can
approximate the incomplete x, denoted by x as

Xl XDI 'PDI

D 0 0 D 0

X ~ XD = .L::an'Pn 0 0 =.L::an 0 (4.13)
n=l n=l

X2 XD2 'PD2

Since XD approximates x it also approximates X, the vector without the missing components.

Xl XDI 'PI

XI XD2 D 'P2
0 0 =.L::an 0 (4.14)

n=1

Xn XDn 'Pn

So once we can make an estimation of an based on an incomplete x, we can reconstruct the
complete X by using the complete set of basis vectors.

This idea can be implemented to CFD models. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the
TDMA routine is implemented to tackle the dimensionality problem. At every TDMA step,
only a small part of temperature field is known. Thus, instead of progressing line by line to
obtain the complete field, we can calculate a small number of lines and then estimate the
rest by applying eq.(4.14). This will save the computing time as a the calculating a large
number of lines can be skipped. In this thesis we have applied MPE to a grid dimension of
44*33. The temperature field is estimated by using only the first TDMA line.

for i 1 : Tsim
for i = 1 : N_iterations or convergence

solve 1st line
calculate an

calculate full temperature field
end

end

The a is calculated by: (see appendix C for additional information)

with

f = T!appy <I>m

(4.15)

(4.16)
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(4.17)

The notation (., ')m indicates that the inner product is done on the non-missing entries,
hence (<I>T.<I»m does not yield an identity matrix anymore.

• the online calculation is cheap: f = (x, <I»m has to be computed online, but x only
contains m entries.

• M-l = (<I>, Phi)m can be computed off line

• a substantial number of TDMA lines can be skipped.

• the nonlinearity can be implemented the same way as it was done in the full model.

This has been successfully tested on the model with 44 x 33 cells. The time reduction
was approximately 78 rv 85%. The error is shown in fig.(4.13) Some remarks need to be

lib; '_¥.~~~U'.~_'.", ; 1

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
timeslep k

Figure 4.13: Average error of the complete grid (reduced model) per time step k calculated
using MPE.

made though. The first remark is that the dependency on the basis vectors is bigger now.
The influence of the basisvectors is tested in a first experiment which is covered in (4.5).
Furthermore the matrix M needed for the gappy calculations can give some problems. With
some values chosen for the number of basisvectors to be taken, the M mayor may not be
full rank, and inversion of M will lead to problems. The result is that not all values of L/
can be chosen. Another problem is the reduced accuracy of the reduced model simulation
during the first time steps which can also be seen in fig.(4.14).
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In the previous experiment the quality of the basisvectors was tested while varying the
shape of the input signals with which the basisvectors were calculated. As it turned out,
the input form (shape) does not really influence the quality of the basisvectors. This is a
good result in the sense that when this routine is used to determine the basisvectors for a
real life plant, the input signals are not that important. In the experiment, the individual
influences of the four sources on the left were taken more or less equal to the influence of the
top source. As the following simulations will indicate, the magnitude of the input signals
really is important.
The reduced model simulations based the missing point estimation suffers more from this
effect then the reduced model calculated in the direct way.

This experiment consists of ten simulation runs. The first five were done on the system
where the 4 sources on the left did not have as much influence as the top source. The same
five experiments were done again, now all 5 influences are more or less equal.
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Figure 4.14: Average error of the 10 simula-
tions done. Figure 4,15: Error of experiment 3 at time step 33.1

From figure (4.16 tim 4.19) can be seen that the basisvectors calculated with the inputs
that differ a lot in influence (left) do not include much information of the sources on the left.
This in contrary to the other basisvectors (right) that include information of the sources on
the left, even up to the four most important basis vector.
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Chapter 5

Controller design

This chapter covers an experiment with a controller to test the feasibility of the models for
control system design. The objective is to get the controller to optimize towards a certain
steady state profile. In a later stage we will let the controller try to optimize the tracking
error of a given reference profile over time. For both the experiments, the setup of fig. (4.4) is
going to be used. This will represent the plant which can be either the full (CFD) model or
the reduced (POD) based model. For the full model the control problem can be formulated
as follows:

Definition.l: Given a reference temperature Tref(x, k) with X E X and k E IK find a control
signal U(k) such that the squared l2 norm of the tracking error e(k) = Tref(k) - T(k)

. K
mm """" 2u(k) = arg U ~ II Tref(k) - T(k) II

u E k=O

is minimized.

Since this is the control problem for the full model, optimizations would be needed on
the complete temperature profile. Since these matrices are not suitable for control purposes
the reduction theories which are covered in this theses were investigated. Because the re
duced model, noted in eq.(3.34) and eq.(3.35), is based on the time varying coefficients a(k)
a new control problem has to be formulated:

Definition.2: Given a reference temperature Tref(x, k) with X E X and k E IK find a
control signal U (k) such that

K

L II rred(k) - ared(k) 11 2

k=O

is minimized where

(5.3)

Since the reference temperature profile Tref can also be written in terms of the POD basis,
the reference temperature can now be changed into a reference state r(k) by multiplying
with cI>T. The optimizations will now take place on the time coefficients which is order V
instead of the full temperature field which is order N.

42
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The future controller will be a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) since constraints on the
tracking of reference profiles in the glass melting furnace are applied. MPC technology
enables online optimization algorithms to take the given constraints in to account. In spite
of this, for this experiment an Optimal Control set up will be used because of the simplicity
of the controller design. This introduces a new problem because the standard optimization
given in

Ne-l
J(xo, u) = L x(kfQx(k) + uT(k)Ru(k)

k=O

does not include a reference signal or profile. In order to obtain an expression for the
standard state feedback which not only optimizes the input, uT(k)Ru(k), but also the state
compared to the reference state, (r(k) - x(k) f Q(r(k) - x(k )), the LQR functions have been
derived. This is done in appendix (D). The new cost function with incorporation of the
reference signal is given by:

Ne-l
J(xo,u) = L [(r(k) - x(k))TQ(r(k) - x(k)) +uT(k)Ru(k)] +x(Ne)fE[r(Ne)-x(Ne)]

k=O

From appendix (D) follows that the optimal control law is given by:

u*(k) = -Fx(k) - Gv(k + 1)

The F is equal to the standard state feedback for the LQR problem without a reference
signal and yields:

Fa; = (R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTP(k + l)A

The additional term G.v(k + 1) creates a time dependent feed forward (v(k+1)) with an
extra gain G. The constant G can be calculated with

The time dependent v(k + 1) needs to be calculated from tk=Ne back to k = 0 using

v(k) = (AT - ATP(k + l)B(R + BP(k + l)BT)-l BT) v(k + 1) - Qr(k)

same goes for the time dependent P(k + 1) used in all equations. If solution to the DARE
(discrete time Riccati equation) is used the only the v(k + 1) term needs to be calculated. If
the full reference profile is known over time then the reference time coefficients r(k) can be
calculated. If the reference profile is created with a step at certain time step, then the v( k)
will allow the controller to start working even before the step is applied thus minimizing the
tracking error over the whole horizon. This can be seen in one of the following experiments.

5.2 Controller results

For the following controller experiments the algebraic Riccati equation is used. Also the
steady state solution for v(k + 1) is used. A reference profile is applied to see if the controller
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can optimize towards that profile. In this case the steady state profile used is the steady
state profile obtained from a full model simulation. This is not a time changing profile, just
the steady state solution of the full model. First an LQR controller is tested. After that,
the same simulations are carried out for a LQG controller.
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The first experiment with a controller is depicted in fig.(5.1). The steady state solution for
v(k + 1) is used. The plant will be the full model at first, and the reduced model in the
second experiment. The model consists of 44 * 33 = 1452 states. The reduced model is
calculated using only 5 basisvectors so the reduction in terms of controller states is from
1452 to 5. The reference profile was obtained by running a full model simulation and by
taking the steady state profile as the reference profile. This way, we can be sure that the
reference profile is one that can be reached with given plant.

v(k + 1) u(t)

a(t)

y(t)

Figure 5.1: Controller setup without observer.

The following figures show the reference profile on the left. The steady state profile created
by the controller (middle) and the error, the difference between the reference profile and
the profile obtained by the controller.
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Figure 5.2: Controlled FULL model without observer. Reference profile (left), actual profile
(mid), error (right)
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Figure 5.3: Controlled REDUCED model without observer. Reference profile (left), actual
profile (mid), error (right)

5.2.2 LQG Control

For the next experiments, not the states of the plant will be used, but the stated obtained
by a simulation of the plant, by using the well known Kalman filtering. The control scheme
is depicted in fig.(5.4).

v(k + 1) u(t)
y(t)

Figure 5.4: Controller setup including observer.

Again the full model fig.(5.5) and the reduced model fig.(5.6) are used for the controller.
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Figure 5.6: Controlled REDUCED model with observer. Reference profile (left), actual
profile (mid), error (right)

In table (5.1) the simulation time and the various norms

(txt)
.=1

(5.4)

II x 1100= maXI::; i ::; n I Xi I (5.5)

of the error are tabulated. The results are clear. In all four cases the reference profile is

full, inc 0 bsv. red., inc obsv. full, without obsv. red., without obsv.
L2 81.2327 70.929 76.8142 66.1684

Linf 6.3977 2.1928 6.235 1.9572
time (s) 164.256 40.468 163.335 40.268

Table 5.1: Simulation time and the various norms of the error at time step 1000.

obtained with small error. From the table is concluded that the error is even less when the
reduced model is used. This is what should be expected since this is the model on which
the the controller was optimized.

5.2.3 Time dependent V

Using the time dependent v an adaptive controller is created. Using this controller, the same
steady state profile is obtained. Because the feed forward created with the time dependent
v(k + 1) a new reference profile is created based on the knowledge of the real reference
profile a(k + 1). Because the real reference profile was created using step like signals on all
inputs at time step k = 75, the new reference profile in v(k + 1) can anticipate on this step
at k = 75 by already applying inputs U. This way the controller is optimizing the tracking
error even before the step signal. This is seen in fig.(5.7) and fig.O.

The top source and the 4 sources on the left side of the plant are already anticipating on
the step at time step k = 75. The 4 sources on the left show this behavior more clear
than the top source, since the top source has more influence then the 4 sources on the left.
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Figure 5.8: Zoomed in on the previous figure. Anticipating behavior can be seen even better.

The controller is not "allowed" to let the top source start even earlier since there is still a
penalty on the state error given in the cost function that is optimized.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

In this chapter some conclusions and recommendations will be made for further research.

6.1 Conclusions

Using the POD method PDE systems can be effectively described by using a limited number
of basisvectors.

The nonlinear expansion of the model isn't that difficult and involves only extra iterations.
A big advantage of the POD method is that the reduced model based on the POD method
preserves the state space structure, which is in the discretised finite volume models, and is
thus compatible with various control schemes. When the models get larger the problems
with calculating the reduced models do not originate from the POD method itself but more
from the numerical calculations involving enormous amounts of data. For this, the TDMA
method provides a perfect way to work around these problems in calculating the full model.
Since the reduced model still needs the large matrices to calculate the time coefficients, the
MPE technique may be very useful although some problems need to be investigated. In the
following paragraph some recommendations are made for further research.

6.2 Recommendations

The recommendations are covered now per subject:

Glass similarity: The model created was based on an example covered in [24, Versteeg].
This example has been expanded in size and the transient behavior was added. Al
though this provides a well workable model, its still a model of a aluminium plate.
If all coefficients are taken such that the plate will reflect a glass type of material
the simulations will have more similarity with the problems this REGLA project was
initially started for. Specially the behavior in the non-linear system is more reliable.

Non linearity in combination with MPE : Since in the MPE technique only the first
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line is calculated with TDMA, the only coefficients that can be updated in case a
nonlinear system is calculated are the coefficients belonging to the first line because
the others simply are not used. Of course the decision can be made to calculate more
then just the first line, but this will decrease the time gain. This implies that if a
nonlinearity only appears in a place not calculated with TDMA (in full) this will not
be included in the calculations. Specially when it involves higher non-linear behavior,
the deviations may become severe. This problem remains to be investigated.

Input level dependency :A small experiment has already been done to check in what
way the basisvectors can be improved by adjusting the influences of the individual
sources. The effect is severe in case of the reduced model using MPE. The reduced
model calculated with the direct method includes the complete A matrix. This is
probably the reason that this is more noticeable in reduced model using MPE since
here only one line and the basisvectors are used. This needs further investigation.

Convergence criteria :When the TDMA routine is used to obtain large scale full models
some convergence criteria is used in order to detect if a steady A-l has been obtained.
This convergence criteria can not be selected with trial and error. This seems almost
trivial but it isn't. Allowing an error of 0.5 degrees per cell or 0.3 degrees per cell can
imply very different results.

First step to a 3d problem :Now the simulations were done for a 2d problem. In order
to expand the model and the routines to a 3d problem some things need to be kept in
mind. The easiest way to create a 3d problem is to make a stacked 2d problem. All
coefficients are now stored in matrices with the same dimensions as the grid. Now a
vector must be created with as much entries as the dimensions of the third dimension
thus obtaining a vector in which every item is a matrix with a 2d problem. This way,
the software does not have to be changed very much. The option to create a 3d matrix
in which every item is a struct containing all information for that specific cell is not
very handy in software since complete lines can not be accessed at once.
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Appendix A

The TDMA routine

This is just a small introduction to the TDMA routine, the complete deduction of the
formula can be read in [24, Versteeg] on page 157 and 158. Consider a system of equations
that has the following structure

-fJn

When this system of equations is known the algorithm starts with calculating 2 values per
equation. The first value is Ai and the second value is C;.
These values can be calculated with

and

Subsequently using the following equation in back-substitution

all the unknowns can be calculated.

Using this routine thus require only the values of fJi' Di , <Pi and Ci to reside in memory. So
this will result in huge reductions in memory usage.
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Appendix B

The TDMA (matlab)source code

function [RES] = TDMA ( beta, D, alpha, C )
% RES = is the matrix the results are stored in as a column vector

% beta is the column vector that holds the beta coefficients
%D .•.••
% alpha ....
%C

nop = length(beta); tmp zeros (nop,2);
An 1; %An
Cn 2; %Cn'

for i= 1:nop
if i-1 == 0

% compute the An array
tmp(i,An) = alpha(i,1) / D(i,1)
%compute the Cn' array
tmp(i,Cn) = C(i,1) / D(i,1);

else
% compute the An array
tmp(i,An) = alpha(i,1) / ( D(i,1)-(beta(i,1)*tmp(i-1,An)) );
%compute the Cn' array
tmp(i,Cn) = ((beta(i,1)*tmp(i-1,Cn))+C(i,1))/(D(i,1)-beta(i,1)*tmp(i-1,An));

end
end

i = nop;

while i >0
if i+1 > nop

RES(i,1) tmp(i,Cn);
else
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RES(i,l) = tmp(i,An)*RES(i+1,l) + tmp(i,Cn);
end
i = i - 1;

end
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Appendix C

Missing point estimation

This appendix is originated from [26, Kirby] pages 114 and 115.

Let x E ffi.N be a vector that can be written in terms of the familiar POD basis as:

D

x ~ XD = Lantpn
n=l

(C.l)

It follows that only D points of information are needed to reconstruct the original vector.
Now another vector is known and this is the same vector as the x but on some points the
data is missing. The new vector x can be written as:

(C.2)

(C.3)

The vector m is a mask which identifies the missing data. The idea is that when a vector x
that is an element of an ensemble of intrinsically low dimension, it may be possible to make
an estimation of the missing data. Specifically when D « N this can probably be done
even when the number of missing entries is quite large. The missing entries of the gappy
vector x may be approximated by the corresponding elements of xDusing:

D

x ~ xD = L antpn
n=l

where the an can be found by requiring:
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be a minimum. The following notation

II x II~ = (x, x)m = (m.x, m.x)

58

(C.6)

Indicates that the norm is defined only on the data that is not missing. With this norm it
follows that the coefficients an are estimated based on the available data only.
Note that since the basisvectors cp" are fully in tact the reconstruction will also be fully in
tact. In addition, since XD approximates x on the mask m, it also approimates x given

Using the definition of the gappy inner product, the error E can be written as

E (x -f;an~n,x - t am~m )

(x,x)m - 2 (x, f;an~n )m+(f; an~.. ~t am~m) m

D D

II x II~ - 2 L an(x, CPn)m + L anam(CPm, CPn)m
n=l 1l,m=1

(C.7)

Differentiating the error term E with respect to the kth coefficient gives:

from which follows that

D

L am(CPm, CPk)m = (x, CPk)m
m=l

This may be rewritten in the form of a linear system

Ma=!

where

(C.8)

(C.g)
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and
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(ColO)

The original vector x is then approximated by the repair of X, which was denoted by Td so

)
{

Xi,
(Tdi= ()XD i,

mi = 1
mi =0

(Coll)



Appendix D

LQR with reference proof

Consider the state equation :

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Hu(k)

and the cost function :

Ne-l

J(xo,u) = L [(r(k) - x(k)fQ(r(k) - x(k)) + uT(k)Ru(k)]+[r(Ne)-x(Ne)]TE[r(Ne)-x(Ne)]
k=O

Control problem: Find u* E U such that

J(xo, u*) ~ J(xo, u) 'VuEU

where U is the set of all admissible discrete time input signals.
Solution: Let P:1I' ---> IRnxn be the symmetric solution of

P(k) = ATP(k + l)A + Q - ATP(k + l)B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l B TP(k + l)A (D.1)

with P(Ne ) = E and let v : 1I' ---> IRn be the unique solution of

v(k) = (AT - ATP(k + l)B(R + BP(k + l)BT)-lBT ) v(k + 1) - Qr(k) (D.2)

with v(Ne ) = 0 then

u*(k) = -(R + BTP(k + l)B)-lB TP(k + l)Ax(k) - (R + B TP(k + l)B)-lB Tv(k + 1)

or shorter
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u*(k) = -F.x(k) - G.v(k + 1)

minimizes J (xo, u) over all u E U.

Proof:

Define V(k) := xT(k)P(k)x(k) + 2vT(k)x(k) and find:
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V(k + 1) - V(k) xT(k + l)P(k + l)x(k + 1) + 2vT(k + l)x(k + 1) 

xT(k)P(k)x(k) - 2vT(k)x(k)

(Ax(k) + Bu(k)fP(k + l)(Ax(k) + Bu(k)) +

2vT(k + l)(Ax(k) + Bu(k))-

xT(k)P(k)x(k) - 2vT(k)x(k)

xT(k)ATP(k + l)Ax(k) + uT(k)BTP(k + l)Bu(k) +

uT(k)BTP(k + l)Ax(k) + xT(k)ATP(k + l)Bu(k)

+2vT(k + l)Ax(k) + 2vT(k + l)Bu(k)

-xT(k)P(k)x(k) - 2v(k)x(k)

xT (k) [-Q + ATP(k + l)B(R + B TP(k + l)B)-l B TP(k + l)A] x(k)

+uT(k)BTP(k + l)Bu(k) + uT(k)BTP(k + l)Ax(k)

+xT(k)ATp(k + l)Bu(k) + vT(k + l)Ax(k) +

xT(k)ATv(k + 1) + vT(k + l)Bu(k) +

uT(k)BTv(k + 1) - 2vT(k)x(k)

II u(k) + (R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTP(k + l)Ax(k)

+(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTv(k + 1) 11~+BTp(k+l)B

-(r(k) - x(kfQ(r(k) - x(k)) - uT(k)Ru(k)

-vT(k + l)B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-lB Tv(k + 1)

-vT(k + l)B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l B TP(k + l)Ax(k)

-xT(k)ATP(k + l)B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTv(k + 1)

+xT(k)ATv(k + 1) + vT(k + l)Ax(k) - vT(k)x(k) - xT(k)v(k)

-xT(k)Qr(k) - rT(k)Qx(k) + rT(k)Qr(k)

II u(k) + (R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTP(k + l)Ax(k)

+(R + BTp(k + l)B)-l BTv(k + 1) 11~+BTp(k+l)B

-(r(k) - x(k)fQ(r(k) - x(k)) - uT(k)Ru(k)

+ [vT(k + 1) (A - B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l B TP(k + l)A) - vT(k) - rT(k)Q] x(k)
" 'v

=0

+xT(k) [(AT - ATP(k + l)B(R + BP(k + l)BT)-lB T) v(k + 1) - v(k) - Qr(k)]
" ,v

=0

vT(k + l)B(R + B TP(k + l)B)-lBTv(k + 1) + rT(k)Qr(k)

So we can write for the cost function:
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Ne-l
L (V(k + 1) - V(k)+ II u(k) + ... 11~+BTP(k+l)B
k=O
_vT(k)B(R + BTP(k + l)B)-l BTv(k) + r T (k)Qr(k))

Ne-l
V(O) - V(Ne) + L Ilu(k) + ... II~+BTP(k+l)B

k=O
Ne-l

+ L rT(k)Qr(k) - vT(k + l)B(R + BT P(k + l)B)-l BTv(k + 1)
k=O

J(XO, u)
Ne-l

T T ~ 2Xo P(O)XO + V (O)XO + 6 II u(k) + ... IIR+BT P(k+l)B
k=O

Ne-l
+ L rT(k)Qr(k)-vT(k+ 1)B(R+BT p(k+1)B)-lBTv(k+ 1)

k=O

where the first two right hand terms and the last right hand side term can be calculated
off-line (since they are independent from u). This implies that the minimum of J(xo, u) is
obtained when L~~Ol II u(k) + ... 11~+BTp(k+l)B is minimal. So the minimum is obtained
when u is chosen as :

u(k) = u*(k)



Appendix E

Visualisation routine for Matlab

function create_avi_3 ( rc, cc, OutputDir, compression)

load([ OutputDir 'TF.mat'], 'TF'); load([ OutputDir 'TR.mat'],
'TR'); load([ OutputDir 'TD.mat'], 'TD');

[row,col]=size(TF);

max_TF = max(max(TF)); max_TD = max(max(TD));

disp('******** avi report ********'); disp(strcat('size of matrix
: [',num2str(row),', ',num2str(col),'] ')); disp(strcat('matrix T
max : ',num2str(max_TF))); disp(strcat('matrix Tdif max:
',num2str(max_TD))); disp('creating avi');

if compression == 0
aviobj=avifile([OutputDir 'out.avi'] ,'fps' ,S,'COMPRESSION','NONE');

end if compression == 1
aviobj=avifile([OutputDir 'out.avi'] ,'fps',S);

end

fig = figure('visible' ,'off'); sUbplot(1,3,1);
set(fig,'DoubleBuffer' ,'on'); for i = 1:col

% [i col ]
colormap(jet) ;

subplot (1 ,3, 1) ;

fg = CFD_Vco12Matrix ( TF(: ,i) , cc, rc );
imagesc(fg, [1 max_TF]);
axis equal;
axis off
title(strcat('FM <O,',num2str(max_TF),'>'));
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subplot (1 ,3,2) ;
fg = CFD_Veo12Matrix ( TR(: ,i) , ee, re );
imagese(fg,[l max_TF]);
axis equal;
axis off
title(streat('RM <0,' ,num2str(max_TF),'>'));
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if i < 5
max_TD

else
max_TD

end

max(max(TD));

max(TD(: ,i));

per = (max_TD/max_TF) *100;
subplot (1,3,3) ;
fg = CFD_Veo12Matrix ( TD(: ,i) , ee, re );
imagese(fg, [0 max_TF]);
axis equal;
axis off
title(streat('ERROR <0,' ,num2str(max_TD),'> (' ,num2str(per),'%)' ));

axes ( , position' , [.1 .1 .8 .02] ) ;
a=linspaee(1,100,100);
imagesc(a, [1 100]);
axis off
title('eolor index');

aviobj = addframe(aviobj,fig);
end aviobj=elose(aviobj); disp('ereating avi done. ');
disp('******** end ********');

Because the column is really the data of a 2 dimensional field, this column has to converted
to a rectangular matrix so Matlab command "image" or "imagesc" can work with it. The
following routine does exactly that:

% cfd [V]alue column 2 matrix
% puts the current column (col) calculated at iteration step(col) back
% into the corresponding matrix shape.
function [fg] = CFD_Vco12Matrix ( col, cc, rc
for c = l:cc

s = «c-l)*rc) + 1;

end

e = c*rc;
fg(:,c) = flipud col( s:e,l) ) ;

The final matrix will be lRCCXTC. Final Avi file will be autoscaled for the 2 left matrices.
The error matrix will be dynamically scaled otherwise nothing is visible.



Appendix F

Non uniform grid example

This is a sideview of a glassmeting furnace simulated in the GTM ofTNO. The non-uniform
grid can be seen quite clear. Bigger cells where not to high accuracy is needed and smaller
cells where the accuracy is a big issue..- .. U---·-1 1

Figure F.l: Non uniform grid example; side view of the GTM demo model.
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